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itsjakirhussain@GMail.com

+91 9629180060

No. 10, 9th Street Gandhi Nagar
Tiruvannamalai, Tamil Nadu


India - 606601

JAKIR HUSSAIN
Software Engineer
Front-end/Back-end Developer
Hi there! I am a full-stack developer and a Javascript expert. I have been 
developing professionally for more than seven years. One of my best 
qualities is being a team player or a team leader and following the code 
standards so that other developers can understand and work with me 
effortlessly.

SKILLS
TOP SKILLS

React JS

Next JS / Remix JS

Astro JS / QWIK JS


Node JS

Prisma JS / Express JS


NO SQL / SQL

GraphQL

Rest API 


Web3 JS / Ethers JS

LANGUAGES 
JavaScript

TypeScript


GraphQL

HTML


CSS

SCSS / LESS


Solidity

SQL

Database
MySQL


PostgreSQL

MongoDB


DynamoDB

Redis

Framework / Libraries 
Redux


Styled Component

Bootstrap / Tailwind


Material UI

Apollo GraphQL


Sequelize ORM

Mongoose ODM


Jest / Mocha / Chai / Vitest

Storybook


Cypress.IO

Webpack / Babel


Elastic Search 
Socket.IO 

HandleBar JS / EJS 
Solidity / ERC Tokens

Platform / Tools  / Others
Docker 

AWS 
Serverless Computing 

NPM / YARN / NVM / GIT 
Truffle / Hardhat

EXPERIENCE

Conde Nast Technology Lab Bangalore, Karnataka, India 

Software Engineer-I JUNE 2021 - PRESENT

Smart Component
Developing a react component has the flexibility to choose a layout for each 
screen mobile, tablet, and desktop. The layout is a set of configurations 
passed based on the side admin panel configuration. The layout decides the 
design and element arrangement on the requirements.

TNY Quiz/Name Drop
Developing a quiz application for The New Yorker brand as a software 
engineer in a team. By converting the Figma design to a functional react 
component which is successfully moved to the production now.

TNY Article Inline/Footer Newsletter
As promoting the user newsletter subscription for the New Yorker we 
developed an article inline and footer newsletter subscription form and an 
inline toggle subscription unit for the logged-in users.

TNY Home Page Signalling
Enhancing the user experience by customizing the home page and article 
page of The New Yorker by adding/updating the audio and other feature 
elements.

TNY Email Newsletter
Developing some email templates called newsletters for The New Yorker, 
which is a daily-based/weekly-based email service for the subscribers 
based on the user subscription. We generate these newsletters with a simple 
templating language like handlebar JS partials.

Tech Stack
React JS, GraphQL, AWS, Styled Component, SCSS, CSS, Handlebars, Redux, 
Storybook, Cypress, Sailthru, Jest, Vitest

HTC Global Services Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India 

Software DEVELOPER FEB 2020 - JUNE 2021

American University of Antigua - Manipal Education
Developing microservice for an web applications as per the requirement for 
an educational website for institutes by the Manipal Education Groups.

Lead Management in Serverless Architecture
Validating and transforming a large amount of data before storing it in a DB 
with the AWS serverless architecture and dynamo DB.

Tech Stack
TypeScript, Express JS, Sequelize ORM, Mongoose ODM, SCSS, AWS SQS, 
Dynamo DB , AWS Serverless, EC2, Elastic Search, Docker
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JAKIR HUSSAIN
Software Engineer
Front-end/Back-end Developer

EDUCATION
Arunai Engineering College

Tiruvannamalai, Tamil Nadu, India 

Bachelor of Engineering in 
Mechanical Engineering

AUG 2013 - JUN 2016

Kumaran Polytechnic College
Tiruvannamalai, Tamil Nadu, India 

Diploma in Mechanical 
Engineering

AUG 2010 - JUN 2013

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH, HINDI, TAMIL

SOCIAL
Website

https://www.iam-hussain.site

Linkedin
https://www.linkedin.com/in/iam-hussain/

GIT / NPM
https://github.com/iam-hussain

https://github.com/jakir-coder

https://www.npmjs.com/~iam-hussain

https://gitlab.com/iam-hussain

DEVELOP SCRIPT LLC Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India 

NODE JS DEVELOPER DEC 2018 - JAN 2020

Mazzay - Penny Auction website
Developing an auction-based e-commerce website and mobile application 
API provider. We Integrated third-party libraries such as payment gateways, 
shipping services, and notifications. Also, the real-time data binding 
between the mobile application, frontend, and backend with socket.io.

Sothebid - E commerce based Auction website
Developing an auction-based mobile selling website for a European client 
within less time including lots of functionalities like the bidding, admin panel, 
and social login. 

PreRio - Forward Auction website
Developing a pre-real estate-owned website with multiple features like 
multistage forms for capturing the property details and functionalities for 
the buyer and seller. 

SlotCycle - Forward Auction website
Integrating the shipping, multiple language support, and stripe payment 
gateway for a website that is a casino or gaming operation selling company.

Tech Stack
React JS, Express JS, Handlebar JS, EJS, AWS RDS, Redux , Socket.IO, Redis Pub/
Sub, Async waterfall, MySQL

SELSUN TECHNOLOGIES Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India 

SOFTWARE TRAINEE DEC 2017 - NOV 2018

Round Bar Stock management
Enhancing OpenCV image processing algorithmic programs for semi-device 
equipment and assessing and installing vision system operation 
particularities. Working with a team for developing various projects with 
limited time to achieve the customer requirements.

Tech Stack
C++, Python, OpenCV

CONTRIBUTIONS

THREADO Bangalore, Karnataka, India 

FRONTEND Engineer NOV 2021 - JAN 2022

Building a community management app with a small team of 5-6 
developers. As a frontend developer, I helped them to finish and roll out 
some features/pages in the Typescript codebase.

Tech Stack
TypeScript, Next JS, React JS, Styled Component, Material UI, Redux
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JAKIR HUSSAIN
Software Engineer
Front-end/Back-end Developer

Scan me ORIGIN PROTOCOL San Francisco, California, US

FRONTEND Engineer DEC 2020 - FEB 2021

Worked for the best open source company that makes a decentralized 
application. They use the Ethereum blockchain for data storage and smart 
contracts for their app logic. As a frontend developer worked on the 
functional enhancements with react and interaction with MetaMask using 
web3js.

Tech Stack
TypeScript, Express JS, Lerna JS, GraphQl, Solidity, Styled Component, Web3 
JS, Python Flask, Mocha, Chai

COVER
As an enthusiastic and dedicated professional, I am eager to collaborate 
with an extraordinary team and further enhance my skills in a dynamic and 
innovative environment.



Throughout my journey as a developer, which spans over seven years, I have 
continually pursued my passion for learning and self-improvement. My initial 
exposure to programming began during my school days, where I discovered 
my love for coding through self-learning, blogging, and freelancing. Since 
then, I have consistently pursued opportunities to grow and expand my 
knowledge.



Over the past seven years, I have honed my skills as a full-stack developer, 
successfully developing and launching highly responsive websites across 
diverse domains. I have worked on projects centered around auction 
systems, finance applications, decentralized platforms, education portals, e-
commerce solutions, and mass media concepts. Leveraging advanced 
technologies prevalent in the market, I have consistently delivered 
customized solutions that not only meet client expectations but also adhere 
to project milestones in fast-paced, deadline-driven environments.



Beyond the technical aspect of my work, I place great emphasis on the 
code's readability and maintainability. I believe in writing clean, well-
structured code that is easily comprehensible for fellow developers. By 
prioritizing transparency and collaboration, I ensure a seamless transition 
for any developer who takes over the project after me. Honesty and sincerity 
are values that I hold dear in every aspect of my work, fostering trust and 
effective teamwork.



Given the opportunity, I would be delighted to provide further insight into my 
technical abilities and personal attributes that align with the values and 
goals of Company. I am confident that my passion for learning, strong work 
ethic, and commitment to excellence would make me a valuable asset to 
your team.



I would welcome any chance to provide further insight into my technical 
abilities and personal attributes in the future.
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